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Call to Order
Attwell called the Wednesday, April 24, 2019 Plan Commission meeting to order at 7:00PM.
Pledge of Allegiance
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
Roll Call for the Wednesday, April 24, 2019 Plan Commission meeting:
Present
Absent
Kent Attwell, Mayor
Dave Greenway
Tim Aicher, Ald.
Dan Jashinsky
Ed Marek
Jim Reiher
Laura Schult
Robert Weiler
Roger Dupler, Planner
Scott Hussinger, Building Inspector
Special Order of Business:
Oaths were signed by Plan Commission members and were filed with the City Clerk.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
PUBLIC HEARING #1:
TAX KEY/ADDRESS:
OWNER/APPLICANT:
MATTER:

Amended Conditional Use
DELC 0790.999.001, DELC 0790.999.002, and DELC 0790.999.003, W277
Oakwood Drive, Delafield.
Rogers Memorial Hospital Inc.
Convert eight beds designated for juvenile patients to adult patients. This
action will remove treatment of juveniles from this facility. All other
operations and staffing will remain unchanged. Total of 24 beds
unchanged, and additional 40 parking spaces to be implemented as
originally approved.

Attwell opened the Public Hearing at 7:02PM.
Bob Snyder, Attorney for Rogers Memorial Hospital and Barbara Whitstone, Vice-President of Rogers
Memorial Hospital (RMH), were present. Whitstone explained that RMH planned to change the treatment
operations at the Delafield location to include only adults. Dupler confirmed the location of the landbanked
parking stalls as noted in the epacket for this meeting.
Hearing no one come forward to provide additional comment at this time, Public Hearing #1 was closed at
7:04PM.
1.

Approve Plan Commission meeting minutes of March 27, 2019 meeting.
REIHER MOVED TO APPROVE THE MARCH 27, 2019 PLAN COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
AS PRESENTED. AICHER SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION.
ALL WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.
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City of Delafield Citizen’s Comments pertaining to subjects on the Consent Agenda.
Hearing no comments pertaining to subjects on the Consent Agenda, Citizen’s Comments pertaining to
subjects on the Consent Agenda were closed.

3.

Consent Agenda
a.

DELC0742.990.002, 4708Graywood Court, Nashotah. Owner: Parquelynn Village LLC.
Applicant Sarah Sawall. Applicant seeks approval of a home business. Resilience RX will
conduct concierge medical service at patrons’ homes. Hours of Operation are 5:00 A.M. to
10:00 P.M. all days of the week and only one part-time employee.
AICHER MOVED TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA AS PRESENTED. MAREK
SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN
FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.

4.

City of Delafield Citizen’s Comments pertaining to items on or off this Agenda.
Scott Koss, 243 E. Laurel Circle, was present regarding item 6f. He represented a group called the
Delafield Citizens for Responsible Growth (DCRG). This group was committed to responsible positive
economic growth and development needed to sustain the City while keeping the charm of Delafield.
The Prestwick Group had moved to a neighboring city. Kettle Moraine School District was struggling
financially. Delafield seemed to lagging behind other cities economically and residents were
uninformed. The mission of the group was to collaborate with developers and the City to realize the
2030 economic plan by communicating with citizens and when appropriate supporting projects such as
the 705 Genesee Street project. The DCRG was concerned that the Hendricks development would
lose interest in Delafield after investing millions of dollars to refurbish and repaint the downtown. In an
effort to learn more, the group had met several times with Hendricks representatives. Hendricks
representatives were thoughtful about the impacts to the community. All understood the proposal
would require revisions to the City Code. There were added benefits to the proposed project including
underground and additional surface parking, outdoor spaces, and a balance of space that would
sustain economic foot traffic and add taxable revenue to the community that would offset variances to
the City Code. The proposal needed to be thoughtfully considered by the Commission. All wanted to
preserve the City and provide the best schools, restaurants, places to shop/eat and natural areas.
Many cities had a business development director or utilized county government resources. He
questioned who was doing this for the City. Hendricks was choosing to invest in the City with a
perceived upgrade. The DCRG supported the Hendricks project.
Josh Vieth, 150 N. Fieldstone Road, was a member of the DCRG and was present regarding Item 6f.
He distributed page 173 of the City of Delafield 2030 Comprehensive Plan completed in 2009 that
provided a roadmap to City objectives and goals for long-term planning. (Clerk’s note: This item is
attached to these minutes.) This year marked the 10 year anniversary of the Plan. It was determined
by City officials that no changes were needed which meant that the Plan was still relevant today. There
had been substantial economic growth in the state and surrounding communities. This had not
happened in Delafield as evidenced by the vacancy or “For Lease” signage in the City. The DCRG
wanted to work with the City to collaborate to keep what the City had and to evolve. Focus would
remain strong on a diverse economy that responded to the City’s demonstrated need. He reviewed the
goals and objectives listed on the distributed page for the Commission and noted his support for the
Hendricks property proposal.
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John Ravaris, 174 N. Fieldstone Road, lived in the City for 11 years. He was present to speak to
item 6f. The architecture of the City of Delafield was varied and made unique community identification
with a blend of old and new buildings. All had a different opinion about what architectural buildings “fit”
in the City and which did not belong. The proposed project for 705 Genesee Street belonged because
it played a unique role in pulling together the heritage of the City while moving forward. The plot of land
sat at the four corners of the City and that made the building there meaningful. Hendricks staff had
listened to feedback from the DCRG coalition and softened the design to further bridge the architectural
gap between old and new looks to construct a mixed use facility that would support the goals of the
2030 Comprehensive Plan, provide much needed parking, and help support the economic needs of the
City by attracting jobs, businesses and families to the downtown area. The project should be
supported.
Dave Ziegler, 166 Fieldstone Road, was present in support of item 6f. All shared a common goal to
create a beautiful downtown Delafield. The City should embrace diversity in architecture. Different
buildings should be expected with different zoning codes. An architectural style should not be
restrictive and based on the quality of the design proposed, harmony with existing buildings was
important but sometimes necessitated variances from the City Code. Detailed renderings were shared
and seemed similar to surroundings. Several benefits including mixed use retail space, restaurants,
parking spaces, new outdoor spaces to gather and dine and a proper business space to attract
companies to further the economic base of the City by generating approximately $350,000 in taxable
revenues were noted. He asked that the Plan Commission to support this building project.
Bill Pollack, 166 Fieldstone Road, supported the proposal in item 6f because it provided an excellent
opportunity to enhance the downtown and provided needed economic stimulus. Once the building was
completed, it would generate property tax revenue, enhance the value of the existing downtown
businesses, generate more foot traffic and merchants and would create new ongoing job opportunities.
In addition, the City budget and school district budgets were facing deficits. City property values were
not increasing as fast as those in other parts of Lake Country comparatively. The City of Oconomowoc
competed for new development in the area. The proposed building would move the City forward
economically and supported the 2030 Comprehensive Plan.
Amy Quinn, 2035 Coachlight Court/owner Belfre Kitchen, explained that three years ago an
opportunity presented itself to own the Belfre Kitchen restaurant. Shortly after that time, Hendricks
bought several buildings in the downtown area including hers. Not knowing much about this group, she
researched the group and found a company that was well known for the ability and interest in
partnering with historic cities to bring new life and meet the growing needs of the communities.
Hendricks staff met with her to make her restaurant historic, unique, exceptional, classic, beautiful,
warm and welcoming. She remained concerned about the number of recently closed restaurants in the
downtown area. Several other small businesses had left as well. If the City were strong and thriving
she did not think the businesses would have left. All wanted the quaint small town charm to remain;
however, the City did not seem to be in a good economic position. When the Prestwick Group was not
approved, a beautiful facility and opportunity was lost. She was honored and humbled that her
employees trusted her to make smart business decisions to ensure stable jobs for them and their
families. She was entrusting the City as well with these same ideals to make a viable business
community. Her restaurant needed more mid-week foot traffic. Architecture needed to complement;
not conform and copy. The City was charged with moving forward. Advancement should be
encouraged not feared. There was nothing quaint about vacant storefronts. She supported the project
proposed in item 6f.
Rick Lieblang, 312 Evelyn Ave., owned the building directly across from the property referenced in
item 6f. For the first time in thirty years of ownership, he lost a tenant due to a lack of foot traffic and
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because a neighboring community welcomed them into a different City. The Lang buildings were
beautiful. When City Hall and the new Fire Department were constructed people voted against colonial
style buildings. He fully supported the Hendricks proposal.
Kurt Heikkinen, 252 Hickory Drive, had lived in the City for 18 years. He owned the Montage
business at 440 Wells Street and was the largest employer in the City. All cared about the heritage of
the City. Two years ago he was faced with the decision on where to grow his business. Hendricks staff
had stepped in to renovate the current building to allow Montage to remain in the city. He wanted to
remain in the City but to do so, the City, community and local leaders needed to support business
growth. With access to nearby markets in Milwaukee and Madison, it was important to have forward
thinking leaders prepared to embrace the 2030 Comprehensive Plan goals while in a digital age of
consumerism. He was supportive of the project in item 6f because it would provide good economic
growth, support critical goals, bring different architecture to the City and much needed tax dollars. The
Plan Commission should support the proposal.
Greg Orlando, 1219 Milwaukee Street, was excited to learn that the development in item 6f was being
proposed. The growth of the City would be assisted by all the things that the development was bringing
to the City. The development should be part of the City’s architecture. He supported the design
presented because it was similar to the size and structure of buildings present today.
Jim Zahorik, 1942 West Shore Drive, was present regarding item 4 and item 6f. With regard to item 4,
he was concerned that any decision made would affect all property values in the future. For this
reason, he hoped that all the people that spoke were City of Delafield residents. With regard to item 6f,
he had been a City resident for more than 30 years and had seen the City develop over that time.
Delafield was a destination city and he was disturbed by the signage seen recently that talked about
transforming Delafield as a result of the proposed development in item 6f. He did not want to see a
change of character in the City. Zoning restrictions and limitations were put in place to preserve
character. The City’s Comprehensive Plan was important and restrictions on development construction
were necessary. The land had been purchased contingent upon approval by the City of the
development. It seemed the “cart was before the horse.” The shadow of the proposed building would
block the Daybreak Mobil station. The City had ordinances and restrictions and developers needed to
abide by them. One could not be upset because due diligence was not done on the property.
Jackie Valde, 816 Mill Street, lived in the City for 18 years and currently represented the downtown
district. She was not concerned about the development or type of structure possibly being constructed
in item 6f; however, she was concerned about the way in which it happened. The first proposal
presented was very industrial. Then a proposal was discussed with the City Administrator as shown on
page 168 in the epacket for this meeting that looked like it fit into the community and also met setback
codes and height restrictions. This proposal did not come forward and then it seemed that the process
changed dramatically. Recently she saw a large sign that talked about transforming Delafield as if the
proposal was completed and approved. This was not the case. That signage dismissed the process
and people sitting in the City Hall and this made her a bit concerned. The website and social media
used to promote the proposal was impressive; however, the size of the proposal did matter and choices
made were not always able to be undone. She wanted to make sure that the choice in this proposal
was understood by all people.
Jeff Nipper, Owner of 608-610 Milwaukee Street, explained he appreciated all that were present. If a
City was going to be transformed, it would not be by one building. The entire City would need to be
removed and rebuilt. The City of Delafield was definitely losing business because what was needed
right now was not here. It did not seem to be the destination city it once was. Foot traffic was needed.
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He supported the architecture of the building in item 6f because it was not a Lang building and it was
not “East Coast.” Every city had different looking buildings in it.
Chloe Wandschneider, 834 Mill Street, had been a City resident for 68 yrs and her husband had
been a resident for 83 years. She agreed with Valde’s comments regarding the marketing of the
proposal in item 6f as if approvals were complete and the project was moving forward. This was
troubling because the design presented ignored codes, ordinances and the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
She questioned whether the Fire Department staff had reviewed the plans and would be able to service
the buildings presented. The design was trendy and not classic. Trends were short-lived and classics
lived forever. Hendricks had proposed this development because it would be profitable. The City
should relinquish integrity to make a profit. There was too much hard space and not enough water
filtration areas. The underground parking proposed was questionable along with other issues.
Ross Wandschneider, 834 Mill S Street, was present to comment on item 6f. In times of progress,
people needed to look at results. There continued to be stormwater runoff problems at the Sanctuary
and Wells Street condominium developments. The Fish Hatchery had never had a problem with water
until the Wells Street condos were put in. Runoff from these projects would all go to the Bark River
eventually. Other projects in the City needed to be addressed instead of new buildings. When he was
a child he used to catch frogs in the area proposed for development. It was boggy and full of water and
frogs. The landscape elevation at the previous BP station was not as high in the past. It had been
filled in since his childhood. He questioned what would happen with the runoff from the large structure
proposed. He anticipated flooding of elevations below as a result. Overtime, a marsh had been
covered and he was concerned about underground parking as proposed. Each time developments
took place, water runoff problems were created. A smaller footprint was needed. A factory design was
not compatible because the City was not a “factory town” and therefore the design was wrong for the
City.
Valerie Dixon, property owner of 711 Wells Street-Storybook Ballet Studio, explained businesses
needed foot traffic in the City. Approximately 200 families came to Delafield because of the
programming she provided. Approximately 10% of them could be Delafield and the rest from
elsewhere. She had come to the City because of its charming quaint character 11 years ago. People
had noticed the empty storefronts. She wanted families to come to this community to support her
growth and at the same time she was concerned about local business friends that had left the City.
She would continue to invest in the community and she was not concerned about what the proposed
development in item 6f looked like. She liked that the Hendricks representatives appeared ready to
invest in the community because it would help her growth to be supported.
Carrie Munn, Elements Style Boutique owner-708 Genesee Street, supported new development as
part of item 6f. She worried about traffic dwindling in the City. Her numbers used to be increasing.
She was in favor of the building design. She loved Delafield and wanted to stay. She thanked the
citizens speaking about this topic because it was a voice for the City.
John Rasmussen, Great Harvest Bread store owner, noted he came to Delafield in 2011 because of
the growth potential and the City had been wonderful to him since then. He concurred with previous
comments relating to item 6f. He had opened a second store in Oconomowoc, WI, because of the
consistent growth in that City. He liked the first rendering of the proposal that included businesses,
retail use and mixed-uses. All three of those venues would build his business. He was not sure
whether the second rendering fit the City or not. He thought diversity in architecture was needed and
he would like to see the project built in the City of Delafield. Development brought to the City should be
advantageous for all.
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Tim Turnock, 304 Fieldstone Road, had lived in Delafield for 35 years. Because of that, he had seen
the City when it was not a “destination City.” He was confused about the two renderings presented
regarding item 6f shown in the epacket and on the stands in the room because he was not sure which
was being presented. It was important to be consistent and a Milwaukee style warehouse was not
desirable. He liked the Hendricks Properties staff but wanted to be consistent with other structures in
town.
Jack Demski, 318 Bleeker St., learned of the proposal in item 6f earlier in the day. The challenge to
innovate and build on a progressive movement and for the next generation to call the City home was
his biggest concern. The proposal would bring something different to the City and would highlight the
best part, the people of the City, and would allow commerce to continue on the street level.
Susie Thompson, 700 Milwaukee Street, lived in the City for the past 23 months and was present to
speak to item 6f. She had been a realtor for 28 years and lived in Elm Grove in the past. When a large
development similar to this one was not constructed in the Village of Elm Grove things changed. Taxes
went up and businesses went away. Commercial property taxes affected people. Having the
Hendricks “growth” would be helpful. She did not like the proposed architecture; however, when she
bought her home, she melded several styles together in her house. The current proposal reminded her
of a woolen mill. There were often a variety of architectural styles in a city. She requested that the
development be aware of soil conditions and bring in shops that would draw in a variety of people. The
Hendricks proposal would do that.
Caryl McAllister, Delafield resident, was present regarding item 6f. Her family had lived in the city
more than 50 years. The Hendricks proposal was large and went against City Code. There was no
reason why special consideration was needed. There would be no objection to the rendering discussed
at the Plan Staff meeting because it fit into the city; however, the current proposal was an industrial
style building. She preferred development within the existing City Code that did not look like a factory
building.
George Irwin, Brookfield, had a connection to the City that included a past legal relationship as a
lawyer to Bob Lang. He was present to speak to item 6f. At that time he represented the Lang
developments, profit was not a motivation and sustainability was to be able to serve communities.
Things had changed since that time and where occupancy rates were once at 90%, they were now 5060% and property/business owners left the City. The Hendricks development offered a tremendous
opportunity. Tenants want to pay for functionality, not “pretty.” A proper mix of economic development
and stability in the community was paramount.
Dr. Aijaz Noor was present to speak to item 6f. He had broken his lease for the properties at 601
Genesee Street and 524 Genesee Street when he worked in the City for 7 years as a medical office.
The reason he moved was because he owned a large software telemedicine company and he couldn’t
grow the business in the City. He had grown up in the south of France. It was beautiful because each
building was different and gorgeous. It was important to remember that the development would be
attractive to young people, software developers, businesses and people would come to the City with
this development. A physical transformation would come from the inside out and the proposed
development would make this City better. Buildings would create new character. The money did not
mean anything to a developer this size and they could choose not to invest in the City. The same
structure everywhere was not appealing. He looked favorably on the “transformation” and thought the
City should do this before the developers changed their minds.
Paula Hornbeck; owner of Eye Candy, was originally a Lang building tenant, then Steiner Group and
then a Hendricks Properties tenant. She supported the beautiful building proposed in item 6f. The
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Hendricks staff was strategic, valuable and successful. Her business friends also supported what
Hendricks was doing. Residents want to keep the City looking the way it was. It was important to look
at the future of what could be. All businesses survived because of the customer. Her business was a
destination. Many of her friends worked together to make a viable community. She did not want to
lose the opportunity that Hendricks was making and be left with an ugly empty corner.
Dan Klechner 2010 Milwaukee Street, lived in the City for 35 years and was present to speak to item
6f. It sounded to him like big business was attempting to force a small community to change its rules to
make more money.
Matt Willert, co-owner of Stephen Paul Design, was present to voice support for the Hendricks
development proposed in item 6f along with all the other business owners that spoke before him.
There was a large hole in the City that needed to be filled. Large corporations didn’t come into a
community to simply restore buildings. All were holding a great deal of trust that responsible
development would happen and economic growth would follow. He had been a business owner for 12
years and was 100% committed to this community as evidenced through several sponsorships of
community events. All worked toward increasing the community together. This project would complete
the downtown and fill a hole that was there. He looked forward to seeing the growth of the downtown
area.
Katie Voght, 426 Bleeker Street, was present regarding item 6f. She lived in the City for three years
and while she was in favor of responsible development, the look of the building was not compatible with
the downtown buildings. The current design was not the quaint charm of this unique city. She was
concerned that if the building was approved and the height was allowed, as well as other conditional
uses, other developments could come forward that were the same. She had personally chosen this
City because there were no buildings or styles similar to the condos being built in Oconomowoc. She
understood the profit needs of businesses and she hoped that a compromise could be made that would
not change the city’s current restrictions that helped to make Delafield great.
Nancy Kies, 1526 Milwaukee Street, was present regarding item 6f. She had moved to Delafield to
retire. She understood economic growth; however, remained concerned about the traffic that would
generate from the development. She often had to wait for several cars moving along Milwaukee Street
before she could get to her garage. The downtown area seemed to be a more residential area and to
have all the new apartments with new additional cars seemed a bit frightening.
Brian Kennedy, 2818 Peninsula Ave, strongly supported item 6f. He liked the Lang buildings and
thought this was a classic economics case study in real life. He had seen other Hendricks
developments in the country. Hendricks owned the gym where the transformation signage was noticed.
They had a strong track record of becoming strategic partners and this was a great opportunity to get
things right. The building development was phenomenal.
Leslie Moran, 116 Hickory Court, was present regarding item 6f. The similarities to a previous town
where she lived were noticeable. A similar development had moved to that town with concerned
residents noted. It turned out that once constructed those concerns were unfounded and it added to
the diversity of that city and became appreciated by its residents. The lot was currently empty and
anything proposed would seem huge in comparison. She questioned whether the 87 proposed parking
stalls were for the public or residents only. She was excited about the design and thought the proposal
might be of benefit.
Laura Schult, speaking for neighbors – Gerry and Lyn Holton 485 Lillian Court, regarding item 6f,
noted the development of the lot was not the issue. The design was the issue. There were historic
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downtown guidelines and specific zoning codes that were the result of two consecutive City Master
Plans. Public support was added through citizen surveys. What Delafield needed and envisioned had
been stated. Goals were targeted toward preservation enhancement and not one called for
transformation. No need was presented to change any of the rules. At present the colonial look with a
nautical “nod” was part of the charm and desirability of the City. Without those characteristics, it would
just another “drive-by” community. Smaller cottages to the east of downtown were being rehabbed and
the lakefront was residential. What precedent would be encouraged for the downtown rehabilitation.
The City did not have the infrastructure for unlimited rechargeable water storage for fire safety. The
design as proposed was an insult to the integrity of the City and would dominate the downtown in an
uncomplimentary manner. It lacked the architectural details similar to Wells Street. This design
belonged in Milwaukee’s Third Ward not in downtown Delafield. Most local business owners did not
live here. This development would help them to maintain their current hours in their shops. They
questioned if it was only the citizens that would be required to adapt in this case. It was important to
shop locally and to protect the downtown at the same time.
Jan Stouffer, owner of Wholly Cow -637 Main Street, was present to speak to item 6f. She and her
husband had been in business there for 30 years. They had a big stake in the community. They loved
the City and thought the proposed building looked great. There were no issues with the architecture.
She was in favor of the development plan.
Jim Stouffer, 637 Main Street, agreed with his wife’s comments. People that lived and worked in the
building would park on the surface lots rather than in the basement and wondered if this could be
addressed with the developer.
Carol Ann Aiken 411 Bleeker Street, was present to speak to item 6f. Her husband had helped to
develop the City from the time it was a village and it had come a long way since then. She wanted the
Chamber of Commerce to get involved and promote bus tours to the city to support the people that
lived and work in Delafield. She would like to see the development scaled down with more green space
and charm.
Jim Reiher, 924 Lake Drive, invited all to attend the Friday, May 10, 2019 Delafield Arts Foundation
fundraiser for Liberty Park from 5PM-8PM at the Fish Hatchery building. Funds were being raised to
build a stage for entertainment and education next to the Bark River in Liberty Park.
Rob Miller, 738 West Shore Drive, was present regarding item 6f. He was a local business owner that
moved to the City 19 years ago. When he moved here there was a welcoming community feel to the
city. In the past six to ten years, that seemed to have changed. There was a decline in energy. Since
that time he had partnered with others to purchase 706 Main Street to enhance and complement what
existed in the area. In doing so, he was required to apply for permits, get conditional use permits, and
adhere to the zoning and guidelines in use. While he was against the development originally,
sometimes it was helpful to think creatively to allow certain uses. He had seen the transformation of
the building site and was excited to see the outcome of the renderings presented. The proposed
development would be the cornerstone of Delafield and would enhance the city overall and
demonstrate forward thinking in the city. It was important to think about diversity and the building would
allow that. He asked that the Commission please consider not only the height and setbacks but the
future opportunities for the City as well..
Hearing no other comments pertaining to items on or off this Agenda, Citizen’s Comments were closed.
Attwell recessed the meeting at 9:02PM and reconvened the meeting at 9:09PM.
5.

Unfinished Business – None.
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New Business
a.

DELC 0790.999.001, DELC 0790.999.002, and DELC 0790.999.003 W277 Oakwood Drive,
Delafield. Owner/Applicant: Rogers Memorial Hospital Inc. Applicant seeks approval of an
amended Conditional Use to discontinue treatment of juvenile patients and replace adult
treatment. In addition, applicant seeks an amended site plan to implement preapproved parking
spaces and recommend to the Common Council of the same.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
Aicher confirmed the total number of parking spaces on site was 47.
AICHER MOVED TO APPROVE AN AMENDED CONDITIONAL USE TO DISCONTINUE
TREATMENT OF JUVENILE PATIENTS AND REPLACE ADULT TREATMENT AND TO
IMPLEMENT PREAPPROVED PARKING SPACES AS PRESENTED AND TO RECOMMEND
TO THE COMMON COUNCIL THE SAME. REIHER SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE
WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.

b.

DELC 0807.982.002, 402 Kettle Drive, Delafield. Owner: Henry Nader Real Estate LLC.
Applicant Design 2 Construct. Applicant seeks approval of a Certified Survey Map and
recommendation to the Common Council of the same.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
JASHINSKY MOVED TO APPROVE A CERTIFIED SURVEY MAP FOR DELC 0807.982.002,
402 KETTLE DRIVE, DELAFIELD. OWNER: HENRY NADER REAL ESTATE LLC.
APPLICANT DESIGN 2 CONSTRUCT, CONTINGENT UPON RESOLUTION OF THE ITEMS
IDENTIFIED IN THE SURVEYOR’S REVIEW LETTER OF APRIL17, 2019 AND TO
RECOMMEND TO THE COMMON COUNCIL THE SAME. AICHER SECONDED THE
MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION
CARRIED.

c.

DELC 0751.110 and DELC 0751.097 906 Scenic Heights Drive, Delafield.
Owner/Applicant:Michael and Audrey Pals. Applicant seeks approval of a Certified Survey
Map, Stormwater Maintenance Agreement and Easement, and recommend to the Common
Council of the same.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
Michael and Audrey Pals, applicants, were not present. Discussion took place regarding the
legal lots relative to the two different zoning districts in which they were located. Resolution of
remaining items from the surveyor’s review was needed as well. In addition, various aspects of
this proposal required review by the Public Works Committee.
AICHER MOVED TO POSTPONE CONSIDERATION OF THIS AGENDA ITEM TO THE MAY
29, 2019 PLAN COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA. SCHULT SECONDED THE MOTION.
THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.
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DELC 0803.001, 2400 Milwaukee Street, Delafield. Owner/Applicant: Delafield Realty, LLC.
Applicant seeks approval of façade improvements, building colors, awning colors, and building
lighting for Perkins Restaurant.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
James Rollings, Perkins Restaurant representative, was present. Perkins Restaurant
representatives wanted to update the awnings, paint the structure and provided long overdue
repairs. A new roof, signage and new siding were requested as part of the
maintenance/upgrades near the main entrance. The solid green canvas awnings would be
ACM material, with façade lighting changed to sconce lighting and a few LED lights on the
awnings to avoid casting the light out into the surrounding areas. New corporate color
standards were being implemented. The changes would be aesthetic only. Screening the roof
mechanicals on the south side of the building to hide the venting from view was suggested.
Rollings explained this could be done only if the budget allowed.
AICHER MOVED TO APPROVAL OF FAÇADE IMPROVEMENTS, BUILDING COLORS,
AWNING COLORS, REMOVAL OF THE WINDOW, SIGNAGE AND BUILDING LIGHTING
FOR PERKINS RESTAURANT FOR DELC 0803.001, 2400 MILWAUKEE STREET,
DELAFIELD. OWNER/APPLICANT: DELAFIELD REALTY, LLC, AS PRESENTED. MAREK
SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN
FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.

e.

DELC 0781.996.013, 2215 Hwy 83, Hartland. Owner/Applicant: Bryan Becker. Applicant
seeks preliminary presentation and feedback for an amended Conditional Use to consider
expanding the home business and site plan for Clay Werks.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
Bryan Becker, applicant, was present. The allowable square footage had been used by the
existing barn accessory structure. Neighboring property owners would not be able to see his
proposed structure due to currently existing trees and shrubbery. He did not foresee outgrowing
the proposed expansion; however, a portion of the area proposed would be used as garage
space because he was currently without one
JASHINSKY MOVED TO SCHEDULE A PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE JUNE 26, 2019 PLAN
COMMISSION MEETING. SCHULT SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER
DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.

f.

DELC 0793.021 and DELC0793.021.001, 705 Genesee Street, Delafield. Owner: 705
Genesee LLC. Applicant: Johnson Design, Inc. Applicant seeks preliminary presentation and
feedback for a Conditional Use to allow two four-story buildings, multifamily units, and reduced
setbacks in the CBD-1 district.
PLEASE SEE PLANNER’S REPORT IN THE EPACKET FOR THIS MEETING TO LOCATE
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THIS ITEM.
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The proposal for this meeting was included in the epacket as well as other architectural
examples that were discussed at recent Plan Staff meetings. Those examples discussed at the
Plan Staff meetings had not been formally submitted and were noted in the epacket as such.
Rob Gerbitz, President/CEO Hendricks Properties, explained the history of submittals for this
property. He was unclear which direction to move toward in design concept. Starting concepts
had been scaled back in scope, project cost and quality and it seemed what was desired was a
suburban strip center similar to the Lang style buildings. While he loved the Lang style
buildings, it was not necessary to continue that style in this building. This design tried to
enhance the property and was different. Various plans had been presented to Plan Staff as
conceptual as noted in the epacket for this meeting. While he understood what people were
saying, he questioned why succumbing to a cheaper version was desired for such an important
piece of the downtown area. The cheaper version was not part of the submittal, was not right
and was not what was desired for the site. The Delafield Citizens for Responsible Growth group
had provided constructive criticism in a collaborative manner that helped to provide a more
residential look to the back building that included more balconies and details. He remained
committed to the community and didn’t want to harm other investments while trying to enhance
the area as a whole. The plans presented at the Plan Staff level were considered schematic
only and were not part of the submittal included in the epacket.
Kyle Gibson, Hendricks Properties Development Manager, met with Delafield Citizens for
Responsible Growth. At this meeting, he had received feedback that the proposal was the right
idea. The transformation poster had been posted for community awareness and to drive people
to the website to learn more about the project. A survey was posted online and most
respondents were supportive of the architecture and scale. Final results indicated most people
supported the project. Currently two four story buildings were being proposed with 87
underground parking spaces and a public plaza along Genesee Street. There was a lot of
interest in the residential units and the office space. By shifting the west building to the north
the surface parking was doubled. The parking and traffic study had been updated as a result.
Pat Hawley, raSmith National, 16745 W Bluemound Road, Brookfield, WI, explained an
update had been provided to a study completed a year ago with the same process used in each
study. Traffic counts at multiple intersections were conducted with the study area and scope
coordinated through the City Engineer. The methodology for traffic studies included looking at
existing traffic patterns and counts with analysis of peak hours to estimate traffic generated by
development. This information was then layered atop existing traffic with reanalysis of all. After
redoing the study, there would be a negligible increase in traffic. All intersections would operate
acceptably in level C condition. No additional improvements would be recommended for the
intersections studied. The parking study comprehensively covered the downtown area. At the
direction of the Public Works Committee, the updated study included an expanded scope
including peak occupancy times, as well as Thursday and Friday evenings, in order to capture
the impact to public parking reflective of the downtown restaurant activity. This included all
public parking and on-street parking. Private parking was not included in the study. In the
newest parking study, demand showed 108 and 196 stalls needed during various peak hours.
Varying land uses would not all peak at the same time and a blending of demands tended to
drop the overall demand. There would be 73 new spaces, not including the residential spaces,
as a result of the changed design. There would be a 25% vacancy after the development was
constructed. In summary, there would be an increase in some traffic, all intersections would
operate acceptably with the development and there would be an increase in parking demand in
specific locations. Overall occupancy would accommodate the overall demand.
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Josh Morry, Design Manager, reviewed the main points of the design. The site was important
to the Hendricks Properties group and was not 100% financially driven for them. Substantially
more leasable square footage could have been added on to the development; however, efforts
continued toward reflecting comments received to blend into the proposed design. The overall
design would front Genesee Street to keep things on a human pedestrian friendly scale. The
design was intentionally done to create small experiential areas. The setback on the east
building allowed a “pocket park”. The patio created a semi-private zone away from the other
public zones. The west building commercial depth was 60 feet which was optimal for a typical
retail unit and double that amount for the residential corridor above. Nine different tenants could
be accommodated to create more experiences on site. All stormwater collection would be
conducted onsite and there were three different areas to do so. Fire access was obtained via
the pocket park area in order to provide direct access to the buildings. Setback requirements
could not be accommodated to make efficient use of the site. Various exercises had been
conducted at Plan Staff meetings to consider alternatives to moving the buildings to meet
setback requirements.
Kent Johnson, architect -Johnson Design, explained that diversity in a city was critically
important and continuing with the same style would not create excitement. There was lots of
diverse architecture in the City of Delafield. The Lang style buildings also displayed diversity.
One commonality was the use of brick in the downtown area. In the new drawings, detailing
had been added to the top and mid sections of the building. Buildings must have a mix of age
and style without having the same design as on other sites. This site was important to an
architect because it would be the center of the city. This would create a community center and
for that reason, it should have more height than the zoning Code allowed. The building itself
was designed to resemble a 20 th century department store without factory elements. The
newest design proposed brick detailing, cornices on the top of both buildings that were large
and detailed similar to those on the Town Bank building. There were stone headers and lintels
to create detailing on the mid-sections that would be accented by soft lighting at night. Base
entries to the retail area would be covered with canopy areas. This would help to break the
overall scale of the building.
Gibson explained that the conditional uses desired were similar to other buildings with
conditional uses for residential properties. The request for height was to include four floors
instead of three floors and to allow a maximum height of 60 feet on the east building and 52 feet
on the west building without correction of setback to allow maximization of the site.
Attwell thanked all present, noting all supported economic development. Buildings that would
generate economic growth in the City had to comply with current zoning codes to be successful.
In the past, this seemed to be the fundamental problem with proposed developments. The
City’s Zoning Code was the guideline. The zoning was the zoning and while there was a
process to change the Zoning Code, it was not by the conditional use process. Marek
questioned whether Fire Department had concerns related to four story fire access. Gerbitz
explained the Fire Chief had reviewed the design and liked the reduce footprint less than four
stories due to access via the roof. Attwell clarified this was due to the distance of the setback
from the roadway. The Chief did allow the opportunity to setback the fourth floor if the City
chose to do so. Marek also questioned the difference in level C service at the intersections from
what existed today. Hawley clarified all traffic movements at intersections operated at service
levels A, B and C. At Genesee Street and Wells Street, both the existing and future
development showed a service level remaining at a C level. Stop control levels were based on
delay not in terms of stacking of cars. There might be a back-up at an intersection of 3-5 cars at
certain times of the day at the intersection but not all day long. Discussion ensued regarding
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the parameters of the traffic study relative to the time of year it was conducted. National
standards and best practices were used in conducting the traffic study. The Public Works
Committee had also discussed the traffic and parking study with confidence in support of the
representation shown in the traffic study. Additional discussion ensued regarding the scale of
the building relative to the setback from the roadway. Adherence to zoning code requirements
was important. Retail space close to the roadway was appreciated. A tower element would
help to mask the roofline height. Additional architectural details and a change in brick color
would make the building look smaller. Compliance of other structures in the downtown district
with a fourth floor was noted. It was suggested that the first floor of the east building could have
14 foot ceilings and the rest of the floors could have 12 foot ceilings instead of 16 feet and 14
feet respectively. Various plans were noted for the applicant as part of the submittal for a public
hearing.
JASHINSKY MOVED TO SCHEDULE A PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE JUNE 2019 PLAN
COMMISSION MEETING. AICHER SECONDED THE MOTION. THERE WAS NO FURTHER
DISCUSSION. ALL WERE IN FAVOR. MOTION CARRIED.
g.

100 Block Main Street, and 2500 Block Genesee Street, Delafield. Owner: City of
Delafield. Applicant: City of Delafield Promotions and Tourism Commission. Applicant
seeks approval to remove civic program signage attached to the Welcome Signs.
This item was moved to the May 29, 2019 Plan Commission meeting agenda.

h.

Civic Program Signage Staff seeks determination and direction for Civic Program Signage.
This item was moved to the May 29, 2019 Plan Commission meeting agenda.

7.

Zoning and Ordinance Revision – None.

8.

Reports of City Officials:
a.
Clerk
1.
Plan Commission Meeting Dates & Deadlines
i. Meeting May 29, 2019
ii. Meeting Submittal Deadline May 14, 2019
iii. Public Hearing Submittal Deadline April 29, 2019.
2.

9.

Correspondence – None.

b.

Planner– None.

c.

Building Inspector – No report.

Adjournment.
There was no further business; therefore, the Wednesday, April 24, 2019 Plan Commission meeting
adjourned at 10:56PM.

Minutes Prepared By:
Accurate Business Communications, Inc.
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